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Perturbation solution for viscoplastic beam under ideal impulse loading 

W. WOJNO (WARSZAWA) 

A PERTURBATION approach is proposed to get approximate solutions for a wide class of prob· 
lems for dynamically-loaded rigid viscoplastic structures. The procedure consists in assuming 
a constant shape function for all values of a small parameter and then using the Gal er kin weighted 
residual method combined with the. general averaging technique for an amplitude. Such an ap
proach admits nonhomogeneous forms of governing equations and does allow to apply the 
inhomogeneous rigid viscopJastic constitutive relation due to Perzyna. The method is illustrated 
by a problem of an impulsively-loaded fulJy clamped beam. A relatively simple approximate 
solution for large central deflections is obtained and compared to other existing perturbation 
solutions and available experimental data. 

Zaproponowano metod~ perturbacyjnq poszukiwania rozwiqzan przybliionych dla szerokiej 
ldasy problem6w dynamicznie obciqzonych konstrukcji lepkoplastycznych. W metodzie tej 
zaklada si(t stalq dla wszystkich wartosci malego parametru funkcj~ ksztaltu, a nast(tpnie sto
suje si(t metod(t Galerkina pozostalosci z wag'! oraz uog6Inionq technik~ usredniania dla wy
znaczania amplitudy. Takie podejscie dopuszcza niejednorodne r6wnania opisuj<tce material, 
a zwlaszcza r6wnanie konstytutywne lepkoplastycznosci sformulowane przez Perzyn~. Spo
sobem tyro rozwiqzano zagadnienie obustronnie utwierdzonej belki, poddanej obciqi:.eniu im
pulsowemu. Uzyskano stosunkowo proste rozwiqzanie dla ugi~c w srodku belki, kt6re por6w
nano z innym, istniejqcym w literaturze rozwiqzaniem perturbacyjnym i z dost~pnymi wynikami 
badan eksperymentalnych. 

Tipe,I:\Jiomen nepTyp6ai~IlOHHhiH MeTO.r\ Haxom~emtH npn6mt>KeHHhiX pemeuu:H ~JUI mnpo
J<oro I<Jiacca 3agaq .n;aHaMnqecKil Harpy.meHHhiX BJJ3KOnJiacTJl1Ieci<HX I<OHCTPYKI~Jtii. B 3TOM 
MeTo~e npeAnoJiaraeTcn nocTommaa, g;m Bcex 3Jiatiemn1: MaJioro napaMeTpa, cPYHKQIUI 
«l>op.Mbl, a 3aTe.M npHMCIDieTCH MCTOg raJiepmma OCTaT.I<a C BCCOM H o6o6~e1IH3H TeXHHI<3 
ycpe.IUieHHH ,wm onpe~eneHna aMITJIRTY~hi. TaHo:H no]O{O.r\ ,1:\onycKaeT HeO,I:\HOpO.r\Hhie ypa
BHeHna, omiChiBaro~n:e MarepRaJI, a oco6eHHO onpegeJimomee ypaaueHae BH3I<OITJiacTuq
HOCTa cqJOplliy.TJ:uponaHHoe TI3maHa. 3TitM cnoco6oM pemeua 3a,I:\atia 3ai<penJieirno:H c o6oax 
cTopoH 6aJIKU, no.QneprHyToll: UMIIYJII:.cuoH: uarpy3Ke. IIoJiyt.Ieuo cpaBHHTCJibHO npocToe 
pemeune .QJIJJ nporn6on B l(eHTpe 6aJIK:U, IWTopoe cpaaueuo c ~PYrllM, cymecrnyromnM 
D JIUTepaType, nepTyp63Q:UOHIILIM pelileHM:eM ll C ~OCTYTIHhll\UI pe3yJibT3TaMU 3HCnepiiMCH
T3JlbllblX HCCJie~OB3HHH. 

1. Introduction 

RECENT literature on plastic structural dynamics put forward an interesting idea of ap
plying perturbation methods to solve a class of nonlinear initial boundary-value problems 
for rate-sensitive structures. In the paper [5] the concept of perturbation around a rigid 
perfectly-plastic solution was introduced and explained on the basis of an example of the 
impulsively loaded thick-walled spherical container made of incompressible, homoge
neous, rigid-viscoplastic material, obeying the constitutive relation due to Perzyna. Both 
the exact and the small parameter perturbation solutions, developed by means of the Lin-
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stedt-Poincare technique, were then modified using Shank's transformation to extend 
the admissible range of the small parameter. Direct comparison of the exact solution 
with the perturbation solution revealed surprisingly good accuaracy of the latter within 
a rather wide range of the small parameter. 

The idea of perturbation around a rigid-perfectly plastic solution was further extended 
in the papers [6] and [7] where the problem of the fully clamped viscoplastic beam and 
circular plate subjected to ideal impulses was considered. The main concept involved 
there was to apply a homogeneous viscous type of constitutive equation in order to get 
separable form solutions with stationary modes. What is worth emphasizing is the expo
nent in the constitutive relation which was identified as a small parameter. It was pointed 
out, see Ref. [6], that when the small parameter goes to zero, the power stress-strain rate 
constitutive law reduces to the equation describing perfectly plastic material with a con
stant, hut raised, yield stress. This property was then used to obtain ·approximate solutions 
for viscous structures by perturbing the solutions of the corresponding reduced problems, 
that is problems for perfectly plastic structures. The perturbation solutions were worked 
out by means of the Rayleigh-Schrodinger method, and sufficiently good accuracy was 
obtained for a quite wide range of the small parameter, considering only first perturba
tions. A rather weak dependence of the shape functions on the small parameter was ob
served. 

We shall make use of these important results to develop in the present paper an 
alternative perturbation approach for solving a wider class of problems for dynamical
ly-loaded viscoplastic structures. The proposed procedure consists in assuming a constant 
shape function for all values of a small parameter and then reducing by means of Galer
kin's weighted residual method the initial boundary-value problem to an initial~value 

problem for a nonlinear ordinary differential equation for the amplitude. Such a proce
dure admits a nonhomogeneous form of governing equations and does allow to apply the 
inhomogeneous rigid viscoplastic constitutive relations due to Perzyna. 

This approach is used to solve the problem of the impulsively-loaded fully clamped 
beam which was previously considered in [6]. Assuming a sine shape function, a pertur
bation solution to the initial problem for the amplitude is developed by means of the ge
neral averaging technique frequently used in problems of weakly nonlinear oscillations. 
A relatively simple approximate solution for large central deflections is obtained and com
pared to other existing solutions and available experimental data. 

2. Formulation of the problem 

Consider a fully clamped beam of thickness /z, length l and mass per unit lenght m, 
see Fig. 1, made of rigid-viscoplastic material obeying in a one-dimensional state of 
strain and stress the Cowper-Symonds power type constitutive equation 

1 

(2.1) <t=<to[t+(~fl 1!=1,2,3, .... 
Here C!, e denote respectively stress and strain-rate, CJ0 is the· static yield stress in tension, 
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y and n are material constants. In particular, y = 40 s-1, n = 5 for mild steel and y = 
= 120 s-1, n = 9 for titanium. 

It is seen that by letting y-+ oo with a and 8 kept fixed, Eq. (2.1) is reduced to one 
describing a rigid plastic material with static yield stress a0 , see Fig. 2. This limit tran
sition will be used for developing an approximate solution to the title problem. 

F:to. l. 

Let the beam be subjected to an ideal impulse uniformly distributed over the length 
so that at an initial time t = 0 a constant velocity V is prescribed over the beam. Our task 
is to analyse the subsequent motion of the beam. 

Following the approach taken in [6] we will disregard entirely the fiexural resistance 
of the beam so that the only component of the generalized strain rate vector is the exten-

0 

F10.2. 

sion rate a,J., but we will retain nonlinear geometrical effects. Under these assumptions 
the von Karman equations of moderately large deflections of beams, involving strain
displacement relations and equations of motion, are reduced respectively to 

(2.2) 

(2.3) 

a, A.= aJCwaJC,w, 

Bx(N o" w) = mo, w, 

where w is a vertical deflection, N denotes an axial force and x,t stand respectively for 
space coordinate and time. 
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By integrating Eq. (2.1) over the beam thickness, we obtain the constitutive relation 
1 

(2.4) N = N0[1+ ( 
11~-')"]. 

in which 

(2.5) 

is the reference plastic axial force. 
Assuming that the beam is initially undeformed, the initial conditions take the form 

(2.6) w(x, 0) = 0, 

(2.7) Orw(x, 0) = V for 0 < x < l. 

For clamped ends beam the boundary conditions are 

(2.8) 

(2.9) 

w(O, t) = 0, 

w(l, t) = 0 for t ~ 0. 

Let us introduce the following nondimensional independent variables 

(2.10) x* = !_ t* = .. / No _!_ 
l' V m l' 

and the nondimensional dependent ones 

(2.11) w* = ~, N* = :. , ).* = ~: A. 

Then, Eqs. (2.2)-(2.4) together with the auxiliary conditions (2.6)-(2.9) can be rewritten 
in the form 

(2.12) 

(2.13) 

(2.14) 

(2.15) 

(2.16) 

(2.17) 

(2.18) 

Or•A* = O%•W*<\•r•W*, 

a%.(N*o%•W*) = Ot•r•W*, 
1 

N* = 1 + P,.( Or• ).*)11, 

w*(x*, 0) = 0, 

Or•W*(x*, 0) = yK for 0 < x < 1; 

w*(O, t*) = 0, 

w*{l, t*) = 0 for t* ~ 0, 

where the nondimensional and non-negative parameter {J. is defined by 
l 

(2.19) 

and 
P. =(:;.V~ )". 

(2.20) 

is a nondimensional kinetic energy of the beam at the initial time t• = 0. From now on 
the "star" will be omitted for the sake of simplicity. 
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3. Stationary mode solution 

Eliminating a,). and N between Eqs. (2.12)-(2.14) we obtain the following equa
tion: 

(3.1) 
l 

o.x.xw-ouw+P,.ox[(o.xwox,w)noxw1 = 0, 

which, together with the conditions (2.15)-(2.18) furnish an initial boundary-value prob
lem for the beam deflection w(x, t). It can be easily checked that Eq. (3.1) does not admit 
for any x and t stationary mode solutions, that . is solutions in a separable form. Conse
quently, contrary to the technique used in [6], the set of equations (3.1), (2.15)-(2.18) 
cannot be reduced to a nonlinear eigenvalue problem for an ordinary differential equation 
describing the mode of deflection. We shall, however, seek an approximate stationary 
mode solution, denoted in what follows by W4u making use of the Galerkin's weighted re
sidual method (see for example [1]). 

We observe that in the sine Fourier series representation of the constant initial veloc
ity distribution of the beam over the interval 0 < x < 1, the greatest Fourier coefficient 
corresponds to the term. sin nx. Hence we take this function as the "trial function" and 
following the Galerkin's technique we assume the sought solution to be of the form 

W41 = A(t)y'2sinnx, 

(3.2) OW41 •{ ) .. M . -at = A t f 2 SID1t:X, 

where A(t) is an amplitude function to be found. 
The solution (3.2)1 satisfies the boundary conditions (2.17) and (2.18) and the require

ment of the symmetry with respect to the beam center. It is worth noting that the ortho
normal mode shape y2 sin nx chosen here does not differ much from the one obtained 
in the paper [6] by considering a nonlinear viscous constitutive equation. 

In view of Eq. (3.2h. 2 , the differential 'equation residual R1 is 

(3.3) 
•• _ 2+11 2+n 2(11+l) l+11 • ..!.. .! . 

R1(wJ = -(A +n2A) y2 sinnx-p,.2 211 -- n 11 A 11 A" sinnxcos"tex, 
n 

and the initial condition residuals R2 and R3 , respectively, are 

(3.4) R2 (w41) = A(O) y'2 sinnx, 

(3.5) R3 {w41) = yK -A(O)y2sinnx. 

Now; taking y2 sin nx as the weighting function and setting the weighted integrals 
1 

f R1 y2sinnxdx (j = 1, 2, 3) equal to zero, we arrive at the nonlinear initial value prob
o 
le m 

(3.6) 
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(3.7) 

"(3.8) 

W.WOJNO 

A(O) = 0, 

A(O) = 2 y'2 y'K' 
n 

for the sought amplitude function A(t), where F( ·)is the Gamma function. Note that 
1 

because of the uniform distribution of mass, the condition f R3 (w,) y'2 sinnxdx = 0 
0 

represents the balance of the weighted initial momenta in the exact and approximate so
lutions. 

4. Perturbation solution for amplitude 

In most praotical applications to metals the value of the constant in the constitutive 
equation (3.1) does not exceed 9. Hence the numerical coefficient on the right hand side 
of Eq. (3.6) can -be treated as not greater than 14.82 {J,. Moreover, in the limit case when 
y-+ oo, that is when the material becomes rigid-plastic, the parameter {J,, given by Eq. 
(2.19), tends to zero and, consequently, the right hand side of Eq. (3.6) disappears reduc
ing Eqs. (3.6)-(3.8) to the linear problem 

(4.1) 

(4.2) 

(4.3) 

whose solution is 

(4.4) 

(4.5) 

.A'0 +n2A0 = 0, 

A0 (0) = 0, 

A0 (0) = 
2Y2 

yK, 
n 

2y2 .. ;-
Ao = --.2 - r K sinnt, 

n 

0 2y2 .. ;-
Ao = --yKcosnt. 

n 

Since the motion of the plastic beam has a purely dissipative character, the phase nt 

in the solution ( 4.4) and (4.5) should be limited to the segment [ 0, ~] which corresponds 

to the time interval [ 0, ~ ] . At time t = · ~ the plastic beam comes to rest. 

For appropriately small values of p, =F 0 Eqs. (3.6}-(3.8) of the rigid viscoplastic 
beam can be .treated as the regularly perturbed problem (4.1}-(4.3) for a rigid plastic 
one. In what follows we shall make use of this property and find a perturbation solution 
to the problem (3:6}-(3.8) applying the approach developed by Krylov and Bogoliubov, 
see [2] or [3]. 

Thus, in accordance with this approach, for small fJ we assume the sought solution 
to have the form 

(4.6) . A= 2~2 y'K a(t)sinfj>(t), -
1r; 
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(4.7) 
. 2y'2 ~l-
A=-- v K a(t)coscf>(t), 

n -

with an unknown ume-varying amplitude a(t) and a not known phase cf>(t), such that 

(4.8) 

(4.9) 

a{O) = 1, 

l/J(O) = 0, 

to fulfill the initial conditions (3. 7) and (3.8). 

89 

We also postulate that, as in the plastic case, the phase cf>(t) changes from 0 to ~. 

Treating the relations (4.6) and (4.7) as a transformation from the variables A and A 
into the new variables a and cf>, by a standard procedure described in detail in Ref. [2] we 
obtain the system of two equations of the first order: 

(4.10) 
da n+2 n+l n+l 

- = - p (XQ , sin n A.. cos 11 A.. dt 11 o/ o/' 

(4.11) 
dcp - ~ 2n+1 ~ 
dt = n+ p,. aa 11 sin n 4> cos "4>, 

where 

1 n-2 2 r ( n2+ 
2 

) 1 

a= 1611n2iln~ n Kn 
. n+ 1 r(!) · ' (4.12) 

which, together with the conditions (4.8) and (4.9), furnish a nonlinear initial-value prob
lem for the amplitude a and the pha~e l/J. This problem will now be solved by a general 
averaging method, see for example [3]. 

With this purpose let us introduce a new time variable 

(4.13) -
t = at, 

n+l n+l 2n+l 1 

and expand the terms sin_"_cf>cos_"_l/J and sin_"_cf>coslicf> into the cosine trigonomet-

ric series in the interval 0 < cf> < ; . Then, Eqs. (4.10) and (4.11) take the form 

(4.14) da ~(eo ~ ) -=- = -p,.a 11 2 + L.J CmCOS2ml/J , 
dt m=l 

(4.15) 

in which the Fourier coefficients are 

n 

(4.16) 

2 
. 4 f n+l n+l 

c" = n sin ,. cf>cos 11 cf>cos2kcf>dcf>, 
0 
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n 

(4.17) 
4 2 2n+l ..!.. 

d" = 1i J sin 11 4> cos 11 t/J cos 2k4> dtf> , k = 0, 1 , 2, 3, .... 
0 

To integrate approximately the system of Eqs. (4.14) and (4.15) for a small (J, =F 0, 
we introduce a near identity transformation -

(4.18) a= a+{J,al(ii,~)+fJ:a2(a,(/))+ ... , 

(4.19) t/J = (/)+fJ,.t/Jl(a,if>+P:4>2@,t/J)+ ... , 

from the variables a, q, to other variables, a, if such that the transform of the system of 
Eqs. ( 4.14), ( 4.15)_ is of the form 

(4.20) ~ = fJ~~A~(a)+fJ:A2(a)+ ... , 
dt 

(4.21) d~ = n-+fJ,Bl(ii)+{J;B2(a)+ .•• , 
dt (X . . 

with the functions A1 , A2 , ••• , B1 , B2 , ••• dependent only on a. 
Let us now substitute (4.18)-(4.21) into Eqs. (4.14) and (4.15) and expand the result 

in the powers of the small parameter {J,.. Then, equating the coefficients of {J, we arrive 
at the set of two equations 

(4.22) 
11

+2 ( 

00 

) . n oal - Co -a iJ- +Al = -a 11 T + 2 c .. cos2mt/J ' 
tJ> m•l 

(4.23) 2( ~ ) n ot/Jl -- do -« iJ"I +Bl =an T + 2 d,.cos2mt/J ' 
'I' m=l 

for the functions a1 , cp1 • 

According to the method of averaging we choose A 1 and B1 to be equal to the long
period terms on the right hand side of Eqs. (4.22) and (4.23). That is we put 

(4.24) C 
11+2 

0-Al =--a,. 2 , 

-and as a result we get th~ equations 

(4.25) iJa « ~{ ~ -) iJ_! = - 1i a 11 L.J c,.cos2mt/J ' 
tP m ... t 

(4.26) 

which, by integrating, give 

(4.27) (X ~( ~ c -) al = - 2n a , L.J ,: sin2mcp , 
m~l 
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(4.28) 
l 00 

,~... ex --( ~ d,. . · 2 A:) 
'1'1 = .t .23i a" L,.; mstn m., . 

m=l 

Thus, to the second order, the perturbation solution of Eqs. (4.14) and (4.15) is 

(4.29) 

(4.30) 

where the functions a and (j) are de.fi ned by the system of the differential equations 

(4.31) 

(4.32) 

d- n+l 
a {J Co -- O{{J2) dt = - ,.Ta 11 + " , 
-,. 2 

de/) _ n {J do --;; O(p2) 
dt -ex+ liT a + " . 

91 

If on the right hand sides of Eqs. (4.29)-(4.32) we retain only the terms up to the or
der 0(/J,.), then, bearing in mind the transformation ( 4.13), we have the following approx
imate solution for the functions a and q,: 

11 

(4.33) - ( C0 CX )--~ a~ D+{J,.-n-t , 

(4.34) - n d0 ( c0 cx ) t/J ~ nt+ TC"; In 1 +{3,.-n- t +E, 

where D and E stand for constants of integration. Next, substituting Eqs. (4.33) and 
(4.34) into the simplified relations (4.29) and (4.30) we conclude that in order to satisfy 
the initial conditions (4.8) and (4.9) there can be D = 1, E = 0 and the approximate 
expressions for the amplitude a and the phase 4> are 

(4.35) Q ~ (t+{J. C~(J( ri -{J0 ~ ( l+{J. C~(J( r •;l {..f ~ sin2m[nt 
m= I 

+ ~ ~: tn{ l+{J. c~« t)]}, 

(4.36) if> ~ nl+ ~ ::m( l+{J0 C~(J( t) +{J. ~ ( l+{J. C~« f {.f ~ sin2m[nt 
· m=l 

+ ~ ~: m( 1 +fJ. c~« t)]} · 
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5. Approximate mode solution 

On behalf of applications we simplify further the above relations by retaining only 
the first non-zero terms in the sums on the right hand sides of Eqs. (4.35) and (4.36). 
Let a, and f/J, denote the simplified amplitude and phase. Then, in view of the expres
sions (4.16) and _ (4.17) we have 

(5.1) 

1 rz{-Jn-) n+ 1 
Co= 2:n;(n+1) r(!)' c,=O, c2=- 3n+1 Co, 

· n r{~~) n 

do = n .( 1 ) ' d 1 = - 2n + 1 do' 
. r-

n 

and the simplified formulae for the amplitude and phase become 

(5.2) 
( 

c0 cx )~-i C0 !X(n+l) ( CoCX )- n;l . [ 
a,= l+P,.-n-t +P,. 4n(3n+ 1) 1+P,.-n-t sm4 nt 

(5.3) 

+ ~ ~: 1n( l+P. c~rt t)]. 
Next, with the help of these relations and Eqs. (3.2}, (4.6) and (4.7) as well, we get 

the approximate expressions 

(5.4) Wa = 
4¥! a,(t)sin f/J.(t)sinnx, 

n 

(5.5) OW a 4 Y K ( } ( } . 
-!l- =--.-a, t cosljJ, t smnx, 

ut n 

respectively, for the displacement and velocity of the beam. By setting x = 1/2 in Eqs. (5.4) 

( ) 
aw.( ~) 

and (5.5) we obtain the formulae for the displacement Wa ~ and velocity at 
in the mid-span 

(5.6) ( 1) 4yK . 
Wa 2 = ~ a.(t)smifJ,(t), 

(5.7) 
aw.(~) 4fK 

ot = 7i K a,(t)cosifJ,(t). 
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Finally, denoting by t1 the response time, tha(is the time at which the phase if>s reach

es the value ; , and by a1 the corresponding value of as, we obtain the following ex

pression for the permanent deflection Waf of the mid-span: 

(5.8) w.fu) = 
4~;' af. 

6. llustrative example and conclusions 

We shall correlate now the results predicted by the present "string" solution with 
that obtained in [6] and also with the experiments on impulsively-loaded mild steel clamp
ed· beams reported in [4]. To this end we shall consider the same numerical values for 
geometrical and mechanical constants as in [6], namely 

h = 0,1 in, 

l = 5 in, 

e = 0.732 10- 3 lb s2 in- 4
, 

a0 = 30.5 103 lb in- 2
, 

n = 5, 

y = 40 s- 1• 

The corresponding value of the small parameter is fJs = 0.41897, the quantity ex = 
= 4.04843 K0 •2 and th~ first Fourier coefficients are equal to c0 = 0.52294, d0 = 0.76884. 

The approximate formulae (5.6) and (5.7) for the mid-span displacement and veloc
ity take the form 

(6.1) w,( ~) = 0.40528 y'Ka,(t)sin<f>,(t), 

(6.2) 
aw,(~} _ 

ot = 1.27324 yK as(t)cosif>s(t), 

where, according to Eq. (5.2) and (5.3), the quantities as(t), if>s(t) are expressed as fol
lows: 

(6.3) as= (1 +0.17740 K0 •2 t)- 2 · 5 +0.02647 K0
•
2 (1 +0.17740 K0

•
2 t)- 3

'
5sin4(nt+ 

+3.61557ln(1 +0.17740 K0
•
2 t)), 

(6.4) tPs = nt+3.67557ln(1 +0.17740 K0 •2 t)-0.09434 K0
•
2 (1 +0.17740 K0

•
2 t)- 1sin2[nt 

( . 

+ 3.67557ln(1 +0.17740 K0
•
2 t)]. 

Plots of the functions w,(_!_) and aw,(-}) versus time for the initial energies K = 
2 • at · 

= 75, 200, 400, 700 are represented, respectively, in Figs. 3 and 4. The dashed lines in 
these figures denote the approximate perturbation solution whereas the soli4 lines refer 
to the exact solution obtained directly from the numerical solution of the initial-value 
problem (3.6)-(3.8) 

(6.5) A'+n2A = -6.98702At. 2A0 •2 , A(O) = 0, A(O) = 0.90032 K0
'
5

, 
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It is seen from these figures that the results of both solutions are generally in satis
factory agreement. As the value of the initial kinetic energy decreases, this agreement 
become more pronounced. The response time obtained from the approximate pertur
bation solution is always smaller than that resulting from the numerical solution. This 
is illustrated more clearly in Fig. 5. However, the most important conclusion is that in 

the considered range of the initial kinetic energy the final mid-sp~n deflections ~.1(~.), 
w.1.( ~ Y') predicted by both solutions are practically the same, see Fig. 6. More exactly, 

the percentage relative error f00%1w.1 ( ~}- w.1.( ~}I/ w.1.( ~} does not excool 1.7%. 

(1) w.,.( ~) denotes the final mid-span deflection obtained numerically. 
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Fig. 7 reveals fairly good agreement between the experimental results reported by SYMONDS 

and JONFS in [4] and the final mid-span deflections obtained from Eqs. (6.1}, (6.3) and 
(6.4). These permanent deflections seem to fit better the trend of experimental points 
than the final deflections predicted by the solution obtained in the paper [6]. 

The advantage of the proposed approach is that it can be easily extended to more 
complicated two-dimensional viscoplastic structures subjected to impulsive and general 
pulse loading. 
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